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There are many activities in this book that help to consolidate
spelling strategies. To get the most of out of this book, it is
suggested that children complete the sample activities and use
your spelling list to reinforce the concept by incorporating the
activities into a weekly English program.

• Writing has a purpose.
Although it is OK to make mistakes
when learning, words have to be
spelt correctly for effective
communication to take place.

• Sounding words out will not mean
the spelling is correct.
Sounds are represented by
different letters, for example:
tough and stuff, and see and sea.
Many common words have irregular
sound patterns that are not spelt the
way they sound, such as they, two,
does and station.

• Letters do not have one sound.
Learners must understand that
words are made from sounds and
different combinations of letters
represent sounds.

• Spelling is a visual process.
Good spellers know the sequence of
letters and know what a word should
look like. They look for patterns and
are able to predict correct patterns.

Introduction
Learning to spell is not a skill learnt over night. It is a developmental
process, taking many years of practice and application.

Some considerations when teaching spelling are:
• There is no simple way to teach

spelling.
Exposing learners to a variety of
strategies will promote self-
confidence and independence. Good
spellers have many strategies they
reply upon to help learn to spell.

• Spelling should be part of a total
language program where the learner
is given opportunities to speak,
read and write.
Seeing a word in context gives it real
meaning. Reading and self-correction
in writing are both effective tools to
promote better spellers.

• Spelling lists are a useful way to
practise spelling.
These lists should be grouped
according to interest, learner needs,
relevance and the visual appearance
of each word.

• Understanding the way in which a
word is constructed is helpful.
Children should examine what the
root, prefix and suffixes are in each
word. Being able to identify the root
word’s relationship with other words
lessens reliance on sounding to spell.
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Teaching Ideas

200 Common Words
Here are 200 commonly used words in the English language. Use them for the
activities in this book or make them part of your weekly spelling lists.

about earth last other take
act end late our tell
add even learn out than
after every left over that
again farm let own their
air father life page them
also few light part then
and find like people there
animal first line picture these
answer follow little place they
any food live plant thing
are for long play this
ask form look put thought
back found low read three
been four made real through
before from make right time
between get man round try
big give many run turn
boy good may said two
build great mean same under
call grow men saw use
came had might say very
can hand most sea want
cause hard mother see was
change have move self water
city help much sentence way
close her must set well
come here name she went
could high near should were
country him need show what
cover his never side when
cross home new small where
day hot night some which
did house north sound while
differ how now stand who
does just number start why
don’t keep off still will
down kind old story with
draw know one such word
each land only sun your
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Teaching Ideas

Flash Cards-Teaching Points
Create a set of flash cards using the words on Sheet 1. Here are some
activities to use with flash cards:

1. Memory One. To play this game
students will need at least one partner
and two flash cards of each word. Turn
all the cards upside down in a random
order. One player goes first and turns
one card. Students then try to find the
matching card to make a pair. If
successfully matched, student removes
the cards from the game and keeps them
to earn a point. If a student fails to find
the correct pair, then both cards go
back face down and student waits for
the next turn. The winner is the person
with the most correctly matched cards.

2. Look Away. This game can be played in
pairs. Lay a selected number of cards in
a random order face up. One partner
attempts to memorise the words for 30
seconds before turning away. The other
partner secretly removes one or two
flash cards. The first partner looks back
and guesses which cards have been
removed and then spells the word out
aloud. A point can be awarded for
selecting the correct word/s removed
and another point for correctly spelling
them.

3. Make a Sentence. Students place the
flash cards in a logical order to create a
sentence. Joining words such as ‘and’ and
‘the’ can be added orally. Write and/or
draw each sentence created. Try to make
up sentences that are both serious and
nonsensical.

4. Flash card Flash card. Students work
in pairs. One partner flashes the cards
one at a time saying each word quickly.
Students time themselves to try for the
best time.

5. Category. Put the words into different
groupings. For example, verbs, nouns,
sounds, number of syllables, number of
letters, shape, silent letters, origin and
so on.

6. Word Bank. Glue flash cards to a chart
to make a word bank. Word banks are a
great strategy for children to refer to
when wanting to check the spelling of a
word. It lessens the reliance on the
teacher.

7. Alphabetical Order. Place the words in
alphabetical order.

8. Go Fish. Students play this activity with
a partner. One player collects both sets
of flash cards and shuffles. Each student
randomly selects 6 cards, not revealing
to their partners what they have.
Remaining cards are kept in a pile. In
turn, students ask their partner if they
have a matching word, e.g. “Have you got
the word function?”  If not, the student
answers “Fish” and the person who asked
picks up a card from the pile. If the
partner does have a matching card, the
person who asked the question must
correctly spell the word out aloud
before they can collect it to make a pair.
The object of the game is for students to
get rid of all their cards.

9. Hideaway. Hide the words around the
room. Groups find as many words as they
can. Students can then make sentences
and/or trade words with other groups to
help complete the sentences.
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Teaching Ideas

The Have-a-Go Journal
Children often ask the teacher to correct their spelling for them - it’s quicker and
easier than checking in a dictionary. However, by automatically correcting words
an opportunity is missed to teach children strategies that will give them spelling
independence. The Have-a-Go Journal is an invaluable tool to show children
alternative ways to find correct spelling.

1. Children have either one or two attempts at the word first.

2. Students then bring their journal to the teacher who discusses
their attempt, and highlights the parts of the word spelt correctly.

3. The teacher may then:
• Look the word up in the dictionary with the child;
• Spell the word correctly on the spot, using the CORRECT

SPELLING column;
• Encourage the child to find the word if it’s written elsewhere,

e.g. worksheet, on the board, or on a chart.

4. The students spells the word in the final column using the ‘LOOK-
COVER-WRITE-CHECK’ strategy.

Photocopy the journal template on Page 8 to create a booklet for students.
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Create a Nonsense Sentence
Use your list words (or any collection of words) to make

nonsense sentences. Underline the words you use.

The creature hiding in the castle tried to make a long distance
telephone call before his aunt caught him eating an orange.
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Initial Consonant Blends
Find words that begin with these letter blends. Write

them in the space and then complete the activities below.

Initial blends: Activities

• Put the initial blend words you find in a sentence. Underline each word you have
used.

• Place each list in alphabetical order.

• Write the initial blend you have found on flash cards and play flash card activity
games with a partner (see Sheet 2 for more activities).
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